Supplemental Contribution Amendment to the Administration Agreement between the Republic of Italy, acting through its Ministry for the Environment, Land and Sea, and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the International Development Association concerning the Multi-Donor Trust Fund for Communication for Climate Change (TF 071191)

Dear Dr. Clini:

1. We refer to the Administration Agreement between the Republic of Italy, acting through its the Ministry for the Environment, Land and Sea (the “Donor”) and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (“IBRD”) and the International Development Association (“IDA”) (collectively, the “Bank”) regarding the Multi-Donor Trust Fund for Communication for Climate Change (TF 071191) (the “Trust Fund”) effective January 15, 2009, as amended (the “Administration Agreement”).

2. We are pleased to acknowledge, on behalf of the Bank, the intention of the Donor to make a supplemental contribution to the Trust Fund in the amount of six hundred ninety-four thousand seven hundred and twenty United States Dollars (US$694,720) (the “Supplemental Contribution”).

3. Promptly following countersignature of this Amendment by the Donor, the Donor hereby authorizes the Bank to transfer the funds for the Supplemental Contribution from the Community Development Carbon Fund (CDCF) Prepaid Account (TF052012) into the Trust Fund (TF071191). Immediately upon transfer of the funds, the Bank will convert such funds into Euro, at the exchange rate obtained by the Bank on the date of the conversion.

4. All other terms of the Administration Agreement shall remain the same.

5. The Bank will disclose this Agreement and related information on the Trust Fund in accordance with the World Bank Policy on Access to Information. By entering into this Agreement, the Donor consents to disclosure of this Agreement and related information on the Trust Fund.
We propose that this letter shall constitute an amendment to the Administration Agreement between the Bank and the Donor. Please confirm your acceptance to the foregoing, on behalf of the Donor, by signing and dating the two originals, retaining one original for your records and returning the other original to the Bank. Upon receipt by the Bank of the original Amendment countersigned by you, this Amendment will become effective as of the date of the countersignature.

Sincerely,

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Vice President
External Affairs

CONFIRMED AND AGREED:

REPUBLIC OF ITALY

By: ___________ Date: June 18, 2013

Dr. Corrado Clini
Director General, Ministry for the Environment, Land and Sea